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Part Items: Total: 1.93 USD
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Crewed Spaceship Space Shuttle

Astronaut Suit Rocket Lunar Lander

Lunar Rover Sphinx Pyramid

Moai Statue

pirate-treasure chest
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Scorpion Model

 
This very creative museum entrance design can definitely bring great inspiration to players who
are still considering how to design the museum area in Animal Crossing New Horizons. The
creator not only placed a large skull (Mammoth Skull & T. Rex Skull) in front of the entrance of
the museum but also designed two Outdoor Baths to add a different classical atmosphere. On
the left side of the museum, a spacewalk-themed area is perfectly presented with Crewed
Spaceship, Space Shuttle, Space Suit, Astronaut Suit, Rocket, Lunar Lander, and Lunar
Rover. Especially at night, the moon in the sky complements each other, and walking in this
area makes people feel like being in space. Going to the right side of the museum, we are back
to the relics left by aliens - the Egyptian pyramids in the desert, whether it is the sphinx, Moai
Statue, pirate treasure, or the scorpions and other bugs all show the creator's amazing design
ability. Undoubtedly, this very interesting museum design will make everyone want to try. If you
need items related to the subject, you can go to the reliable ACNH items store - AKRPG.COM
to buy!
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